Abstract

Cryptography is generated to create secure data transmission over networks. The algorithm chosen for cryptography should satisfy the conditions of authentication, confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation. Recent years have witnessed the phenomenal growth of RSA. We design an algorithm to merge both enhanced RSA algorithm and El-Gamal algorithm to provide user with a higher level of data security. The enhanced RSA algorithm enables faster encryption and decryption process and generating public and private key faster than the original RSA. The Enhanced RSA Cryptosystem is based on Integer Factorization Problem (IFP), while the El-Gamal Cryptosystem is based on Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP). This model works on the basis of combining IFP and DLP. The weaknesses of RSA algorithm when we use two prime's number are the following points which are used to break the algorithm in most cases. These weaknesses are: (a) Small encryption exponent, if you use a small exponent like e=3 and send the same message to different recipients. (b) Using the Same key for encryption and signing. (c) There is no secure Method to Transfer the Public Key From Sender to the Reciever. It Only provides the mechanism of generating Public and Private Keys. Enhanced RSA works on the Existence of three Prime Numbers that will give the ability to the enhanced encryption method to increase the difficulty of factoring of the variable (n), Its speed increases the process of encryption and decryption. While generating variable (n) by original
RSA algorithm, this generate the public and private key that contains the number of 500 digits by using two primes number with 200 digits each. Multiplication process will take longer than the time to generating the same variable (n) by using three prime numbers where each number with 200 digits. In another case more complexity of the algorithm is increased by combining the other asymmetric El-Gamal algorithm.
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